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Three groups of listeners identiﬁed the vowel in CV and VC syllables produced by an American English talker. The
listeners were (a) native speakers of American English, (b) native speakers of Australian English (diﬀerent dialect), and
(c) native speakers of Dutch (diﬀerent language). The syllables were embedded in multispeaker babble at three signal-to-
noise ratios (0 dB, 8 dB, and 16 dB). The identiﬁcation performance of native listeners was signiﬁcantly better than that
of listeners with another language but did not signiﬁcantly diﬀer from the performance of listeners with another dialect.
Dialect diﬀerences did however aﬀect the type of perceptual confusions which listeners made; in particular, the Austra-
lian listeners judgements of vowel tenseness were more variable than the American listeners judgements, which may be
ascribed to cross-dialectal diﬀerences in this vocalic feature. Although listening diﬃculty can result when speech input
mismatches the native dialect in terms of the precise cues for and boundaries of phonetic categories, the diﬃculty is very
much less than that which arises when speech input mismatches the native language in terms of the repertoire of pho-
nemic categories available.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Recognising spoken language entails correctly
categorising the sounds of which speech signals
are composed. If we hear the word wrist we have0167-6393/$ - see front matter  2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserv
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E-mail address: anne.cutler@mpi.nl (A. Cutler).to perceive all four of its sounds [±Ist] correctly to
be sure that we have not, for example, heard list,
rest, rift or risk.1 The identiﬁcation of speech
sounds is the ﬁrst crucial stage in the listenersed.
1 On the other hand, in the Dutch word for wrist, namely pols,
identifying the ﬁrst three phonemes is enough because there is
no other monosyllabic four-phoneme Dutch word beginning
pol-.
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meaningful representation of the speakers in-
tended message.
This stage of speech communication is notori-
ously more diﬃcult when speaker and listener
come from diﬀerent language backgrounds. In
particular, it is hard to make perceptual distinc-
tions between phoneme categories of a non-native
language when the native language requires no
corresponding distinctions. Thus the Japanese
consonant inventory contains only one category
to which both the English phonemes /r/ and /l/
poorly map, and as a result distinguishing wrist
from list is particularly hard for Japanese listeners
to English.
The added diﬃculty of phoneme identiﬁcation
for non-native listeners appears to be as great in
advantageous listening conditions as in diﬃcult
conditions. Cutler et al. (2004) presented CV and
VC syllables spoken by a native speaker of Ameri-
can English to American listeners and to Dutch
listeners proﬁcient in English, comparing presenta-
tion under conditions of very little noise (16 dB
SNR), mild noise (8 dB SNR) and moderate noise
(0 dB SNR). The performance of all listeners dete-
riorated with increasing noise, but importantly, the
eﬀects of noise and listener background did not
interact: The degree to which non-native identiﬁ-
cation fell short of native performance remained
roughly constant across the three levels of noise
masking compared in their study. In this case the
stimulus materials, which were mostly meaningless
syllables, oﬀered no opportunity for listeners to
recover from the eﬀects of noise masking by
exploiting contextual information; when such
opportunities exist, native speech recognition
proves more robust under noise masking than
non-native recognition (Mayo et al., 1997).
In Cutler et al. (2004) study, both vowels and
consonants were consistently identiﬁed less accu-
rately by the non-native than by the native listen-
ers, and for neither of these two subsets of the
phonemic repertoire was there a diﬀerential eﬀect
of increasing noise for the non-native vs. native
group. Dutch and American English have similar
numbers of vowels and a similar distribution be-
tween monophthongs and diphthongs (Gussenho-
ven, 1999; Ladefoged, 1999); American Englishhas rather more consonants than Dutch—about
25% again as many—but this mismatch did not
seem to be associated with increased diﬃculty for
the non-native listeners. For both vowels and con-
sonants, of course, there are cases where American
English contrasts are extremely diﬃcult for Dutch
listeners. But in general, having a native phoneme
repertoire which diﬀers from the repertoire of the
presented non-native language seems to be the cru-
cial factor in non-native phoneme recognition, and
this factor can have equally deleterious eﬀects for
consonant and for vowel identiﬁcation.
Repertoire mismatch can occur, however, not
only across but also within languages, and it is
not necessarily the case that vowels and conso-
nants are equivalently aﬀected. In some languages
(e.g. Spanish), vowels remain largely constant
while the repertoire of consonants can change
across dialects (consider Castilian Spanishs [h]).
In other languages, vowel diﬀerences across dia-
lects outnumber consonant diﬀerences. English is
such a case. For instance, the three-way distinction
between look, luck and Luke in most English vari-
eties collapses to two in some varieties (e.g. luck vs.
look/Luke in Scottish English, and Luke vs. look/
luck in Yorkshire English). American English,
though it in fact maintains this three-way distinc-
tion, has fewer vowels (16) than many other varie-
ties of English (Wells, 1982). Some distinctions are
further disappearing in some varieties of American
English; Labov et al. (1991) showed that listeners
from one American dialect background often fail
to discriminate minimal pairs of words spoken
by speakers from another area. The same result
has been demonstrated for New Zealand English
spoken by older speakers and perceived by youn-
ger compatriots (Warren et al., 2003). Such cate-
gory mismatches and assimilations across dialects
present listeners with much the same sort of
categorisation problems as phonemic diﬀerences
across diﬀerent languages.
Note that vowels and consonants do not always
pattern similarly in perceptual tasks. Listeners
seem to be in general more cautious in vowel iden-
tiﬁcation than in consonant identiﬁcation. Thus
response time to detect a vowel target in a pho-
neme-monitoring experiment is inversely corre-
lated with vowel duration: the longer the vowel,
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(Cutler et al., 1996). In word reconstruction, in
which listeners are required to change non-words
into the nearest available word, alterations of vow-
els are more readily and more rapidly produced
than alterations of consonants (Cutler et al.,
2000). These results have been explained as reﬂect-
ing listener experience with vowel variability in
context, and the consequent experience of often
having had to alter initial hypotheses about vowel
identity during listening.
Vowel variability is certainly well attested; per-
ceptual confusion studies (e.g. Peterson and Bar-
ney, 1952; Hillenbrand et al., 1995) show that it
can occur even in invariant context, and listeners
often fail to agree on outlying tokens of vowel
types. Even in a language with only ﬁve vowels,
vowel types can exhibit considerable variability
in natural speech (Keating and Huﬀman, 1984).
Vowels excerpted from context are hard to identify
(Koopmans van Beinum, 1980), especially transi-
tions are variable (Schouten and Pols, 1979), and
the more context—especially preceding context—
is supplied, the better identiﬁcation becomes (van
Son and Pols, 1999).
This suggests that vowel mismatches across dia-
lects may constitute a familiar perceptual problem,
at least for listeners in languages such as English.
The eﬀects of repertoire mismatch between dialects
may in such cases be fully analogous to the eﬀects
of repertoire mismatch across languages. The pres-
ent study tests for such similarity, by directly com-
paring vowel identiﬁcation under conditions of
language vs. dialect mismatch. The materials are
taken from the native vs. non-native listening
study of Cutler et al. (2004) described above.2. Method
2.1. Participants
Ten native listeners of Australian English,
mostly students at the University of New South
Wales, participated in the experiment. Sixteen
native listeners of American English, students at
the University of South Florida and at the City
University of New York, and 16 Dutch-native lis-teners ﬂuent in English, students at the University
of Nijmegen, also participated. The American lis-
teners had varying backgrounds and nearly all
had lived in several diﬀerent states. Some American
listeners received course credit for participating;
the rest, and all members of the other groups, re-
ceived a small monetary compensation. The Amer-
ican and Dutch listeners participated as part of a
larger eight-session experiment, and additionally
received a monetary bonus upon completion.
2.2. Materials
Fifteen American English vowels (12 monoph-
thongs: /i I eI e æ cof u \H 2 K f/ and three diph-
thongs: /aI oI af/) were combined with the
consonants /b/ and /v/ to form CV and VC
sequences.
The resulting 60 syllables were included in a lar-
ger set of 645 syllables read from phonemic tran-
scription by a phonetically trained female native
speaker of American English (born and raised in
the Mid-West). The recordings were made to Dig-
ital Audio Tape via a Sennheiser microphone in a
quiet room, and stored to disc at 16 kHz. Each syl-
lable was then centrally embedded in one second
of multispeaker babble noise. The babble was con-
structed by adding together amplitude-equalized
segments from individual speakers taken from a
recording of conversation between six (three male,
three female) English-speakers in a quiet room.
The syllables were combined with the babble noise
at three signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs: 0 dB, 8 dB,
and 16 dB). These SNRs were chosen on the basis
of a pretest to yield respectively diﬃcult, interme-
diate, and easy phoneme perception for non-native
listeners.
2.3. Procedure
The Australian listeners heard all 180 tokens
(60 syllables at three SNRs) in a single session.
The American and Dutch listeners heard the sylla-
bles as part of a larger experiment comprising
eight testing sessions, including both consonant
and vowel identiﬁcation (for further details see
Cutler et al., 2004). Every listener heard the items
in a diﬀerent pseudo-random order.





















Fig. 2. Percentages of correctly recognised vowels, pooled
across phonetic contexts and subjects, as a function of SNR,
position (ini = initial, ﬁn = ﬁnal), and language group (Am =
American English, Au = Australian English, Du = Dutch).
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a word exemplifying the appropriate vowel on a
computer screen; they were familiarized with these
words prior to the experiment. Fig. 1 shows the
screen display. The presentation of items was
self-paced. If the listener did not respond within
15 seconds after stimulus oﬀset, the trial was re-
corded as a miss.3. Results
No response (miss) trials (<1% for each lis-
tener group) were discarded from the data set
(i.e., were not counted as errors). Because the stim-
ulus set presented to the Australian listeners in-
cluded only bV, vV, Vb and Vv syllables, their
performance was compared with the American
and Dutch listeners performance on the same sub-
set, extracted from the full data set analyzed by
Cutler et al. (2004).
Fig. 2 shows the overall percentages of correct
responses for this subset, as a function of position
and SNR, for each of the three listener groups. It
can be seen that the identiﬁcation performance of
the American and Australian listener groups is
highly similar, that neither group is aﬀected by
position of the vowel in the syllable, and that for
both these groups SNR has small eﬀects: averaged
across position, the American listeners scored
77%, 79%, 82% correct at 0, 8, 16 dB SNR, andthe Australians 75%, 82% and 82%. The Dutch lis-
teners performance, however, is signiﬁcantly and
consistently worse than the performance of both
English-speaking groups; moreover, though their
performance is also little aﬀected by SNR, it is
worse for vowels in initial (58%, 64%, 62% correct
at 0, 8, 16 dB SNR) than in ﬁnal position (68%,
69%, 70%).
An overall analysis of variance across subjects
of all three groups conﬁrmed that performance
diﬀered across listener groups (F[2, 39] = 8.13,
p < .001) and across SNR (F[2, 78] = 14.62,
p < .001). The listener group comparison did not
interact with SNR, but did interact with position
(F[2,78] = 7.5, p < .001). Full comparisons of the
American and Dutch results are presented by Cut-
ler et al. (2004), and the patterns observed in the
present subset of those results exactly mimic the
patterns in the whole set; accordingly we present
here principally comparisons of the Australian lis-
tener group with the other two groups. These anal-
yses showed that the Australian group did not
diﬀer in overall performance from the American
group (F < 1), nor did this group comparison
interact with any other factor. However, the Aus-
tralian group performed signiﬁcantly better than
the Dutch group (F [1, 24] = 12.57, p < .005), and
an interaction of listener group with position was
observed here (F[1, 24] = 6.14, p < .025), reﬂecting
36 A. Cutler et al. / Speech Communication 47 (2005) 32–42no signiﬁcant eﬀect of position for the Australian
listeners, but signiﬁcantly worse identiﬁcation of
initial than of ﬁnal vowels for the Dutch listeners
(F[1,15] = 32.74, p < .001).
Fig. 3 presents the response patterns in terms of
percentage of information transmitted for broad
feature classes. Conversion to transmitted infor-
mation from raw percent correct takes account
of response biases, and gives a result of zero if sub-
jects guess randomly (Miller and Nicely, 1955),
irrespective of the number of response alternatives.
Thus it enables comparisons between features with
diﬀerent numbers of values. As relevant features
for vowels we used height (high /i I f u/ vs. mid /
eI e K of \H/ vs. low /æ å c/), backness (front /i I
eI e æ/ vs. central /\H/ vs. back /å K I of f u/) and
tenseness (tense /i eI cof u \H/ vs. lax /I e æ å K
f/). The three diphthongs always change value


















































Fig. 3. Percentages of transmitted information, pooled across
phonetic contexts and subjects, for three vocalic features as a
function of SNR, position (ini = initial, ﬁn = ﬁnal), and
language group (Am = American English, Au = Australian
English, Du = Dutch).so we excluded them from Fig. 3 results; for the
calculations of transmitted information we also
excluded the few diphthong responses to
monophthongs.
Statistical analyses of the comparisons in Fig. 3
showed that for all three listener groups, vowel
backness information was transmitted most eﬀec-
tively and vowel tenseness information least eﬀec-
tively (all comparisons at least p < .025). There
were no signiﬁcant eﬀects of position in the sylla-
ble. A comparison of the Australian vs. American
groups for each feature revealed no signiﬁcant
main eﬀects and only one signiﬁcant interaction,
of listener group with SNR for vowel tense-
ness (p < .05), due to the Australian groups per-
formance on tenseness identiﬁcation improving
with increasing SNR (53% of the information was
transmitted at 0 dB, 64% at 8 dB, 68% at 16 dB; F
[2, 18] = 4.8, p < .025) while the American groups
performance was unaﬀected by SNR (62%, 60%,
62%; F < 1). A comparison of the Australian vs.
Dutch groups for each feature revealed that the
Australian listeners were signiﬁcantly better than
the Dutch listeners at identifying each feature class
(all comparisons at least p < .025); there were no
interactions of listener group with SNR but one
interaction with position, for vowel height
(p < .001), due to an advantage for Dutch listeners
for height judgements in ﬁnal position (58%
correct) over initial position (51%; F[1, 15] =
16.3, p < .001) but a (smaller) advantage of initial
(80% correct) over ﬁnal position (76%; F[1, 9] =
6.98, p < .03) for Australian listeners.
Tables 1–3 present confusion matrices of the re-
sponses of the American, Australian and Dutch
listener groups respectively at 0, 8 and 16 dB
SNR. It can clearly be seen that some vowels in
this materials set were diﬃcult for all listeners at
all SNRs—for instance, the vowel /å/ of hot, for
which scores were never above 40%, even for
American listeners at the clearest SNR. For all lis-
tener groups this vowel was frequently confused
with the vowels /K/ and / c/ (of cut and caught).
For American listeners, it was nevertheless always
the case that the correct response received the
highest score (though for the other two groups this
was not always true). In an attempt to interpret the
confusion patterns, we plotted the 12 monophthongal
Table 1
Confusion matrices for 15 American English vowels perceived in bV, vV, Vb and Vv context by American listeners, at 0, 8 and 16 dB
SNR
Response
i I eI e æ å K c of f u aI cI af \H miss
0
Stimulus i 92.2 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6
I 84.4 12.5 1.6 1.6
eI 1.6 1.6 81.3 3.1 6.3 1.6 4.7
e 1.6 14.1 3.1 67.2 4.7 1.6 1.6 3.1 3.1
æ 7.8 81.3 1.6 3.1 1.6 3.1 1.6
å 1.6 14.1 31.3 25.0 23.4 3.1 1.6
K 1.6 4.7 21.9 62.5 4.7 1.6 1.6 1.6
c 3.1 25.0 6.3 59.4 3.1 1.6 1.6
of 1.6 87.5 4.7 3.1 3.1
f 1.6 20.3 1.6 1.6 65.6 3.1 1.6 1.6 3.1
u 1.6 1.6 1.6 15.6 78.1 1.6
aI 9.4 90.6
c
I 1.6 95.3 3.1
af 1.6 1.6 9.4 3.1 82.8 1.6
\H 1.6 96.9 1.6
8
Stimulus i 95.3 1.6 3.1
I 1.6 85.9 7.8 1.6 3.1
eI 4.7 1.6 89.1 4.7
e 12.5 3.1 78.1 6.3
æ 3.1 4.7 82.8 1.6 1.6 1.6 4.7
å 14.1 40.6 20.3 20.3 1.6 3.1
K 1.6 1.6 1.6 20.3 57.8 7.8 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6
c 7.8 39.1 3.1 46.9 1.6 1.6
of 89.1 6.3 4.7
f 1.6 4.7 17.2 4.7 1.6 64.1 1.6 3.1 1.6
u 1.6 12.5 79.7 1.6 3.1 1.6
aI 7.8 1.6 90.6
c
I 1.6 1.6 96.9
af 7.8 4.7 1.6 1.6 3.1 81.3
\H 1.6 1.6 96.9
16
Stimulus i 96.9 3.1
I 3.1 89.1 4.7 1.6 1.6
eI 3.1 92.2 4.7
e 1.6 3.1 3.1 81.3 10.9
æ 1.6 3.1 89.1 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6
å 3.1 14.1 35.9 21.9 20.3 1.6 3.1
K 6.3 14.1 67.2 7.8 1.6 3.1
c 1.6 29.7 4.7 59.4 1.6 1.6 1.6
of 95.3 1.6 3.1
f 1.6 1.6 4.7 14.1 4.7 1.6 59.4 4.7 1.6 1.6 4.7
u 6.3 89.1 3.1 1.6
aI 6.3 1.6 92.2
c
I 1.6 95.3 3.1
af 1.6 6.3 1.6 89.1 1.6
\H 1.6 98.4
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Table 2
Confusion matrices for 15 American English vowels perceived in bV, vV, Vb and Vv context by Australian listeners, at 0, 8 and 16 dB
SNR
Response
i I eI e æ å K c of f u aI cI af \H miss
0
Stimulus i 97.5 2.5
I 100.0
eI 10.0 90.0
e 10.0 87.5 2.5
æ 25.0 67.5 7.5
å 17.5 52.5 22.5 2.5 5.0
K 7.5 75.0 10.0 5.0 2.5
c 57.5 42.5
of 2.5 2.5 85.0 10.0
f 7.5 2.5 77.5 7.5 5.0
u 10.0 32.5 50.0 5.0 2.5
aI 5.0 7.5 85.0 2.5
c
I 2.5 97.5
af 2.5 27.5 70.0
\H 2.5 10.0 87.5
8
Stimulus i 97.5 2.5
I 95.0 5.0
eI 2.5 97.5
e 5.0 90.0 2.5 2.5
æ 2.5 25.0 67.5 5.0
å 2.5 20.0 57.5 12.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
K 7.5 80.0 2.5 2.5 7.5
c 62.5 32.5 2.5 2.5
of 97.5 2.5
f 2.5 2.5 85.0 5.0 5.0
u 5.0 95.0
aI 7.5 90.0 2.5
c
I 100.0
af 7.5 22.5 70.0
\H 100.0
16




æ 2.5 15.0 80.0 2.5
å 5.0 27.5 57.5 10.0
K 5.0 10.0 80.0 2.5 2.5
c 52.5 35.0 10.0 2.5
of 2.5 97.5
f 2.5 2.5 87.5 5.0 2.5
u 15.0 85.0
aI 10.0 85.0 2.5 2.5
c
I 100.0
af 2.5 2.5 22.5 72.5
\H 2.5 97.5
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Table 3
Confusion matrices for 15 American English vowels perceived in bV, vV, Vb and Vv context by Dutch listeners, at 0, 8 and 16 dB SNR
Response
i I eI e æ å K c of f u aI cI af \H miss
0
Stimulus i 89.1 7.8 1.6 1.6
I 96.9 1.6 1.6
eI 25.0 4.7 65.6 1.6 1.6 1.6
e 29.7 0.0 51.6 15.6 1.6 1.6
æ 1.6 35.9 53.1 1.6 1.6 1.6 4.7
å 7.8 31.3 29.7 28.1 1.6 1.6
K 1.6 34.4 32.8 18.8 7.8 1.6 3.1
c 1.6 53.1 6.3 34.4 1.6 1.6 1.6
of 1.6 7.8 3.1 65.6 6.3 14.1 1.6
f 1.6 4.7 9.4 65.6 15.6 1.6 1.6
u 17.2 1.6 1.6 3.1 32.8 43.8
aI 1.6 18.8 1.6 1.6 1.6 71.9 3.1
c
I 1.6 3.1 1.6 1.6 92.2
af 1.6 29.7 1.6 1.6 65.6
\H 9.4 3.1 1.6 85.9
8
Stimulus i 89.1 6.3 3.1 1.6
I 93.8 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6
eI 17.2 3.1 73.4 3.1 3.1
e 21.9 60.9 17.2
æ 1.6 4.7 35.9 56.3 1.6
å 1.6 18.8 25.0 34.4 17.2 1.6 1.6
K 9.4 29.7 32.8 15.6 3.1 1.6 3.1 1.6 3.1
c 1.6 51.6 4.7 40.6 1.6
of 6.3 76.6 6.3 9.4 1.6
f 10.9 1.6 4.7 4.7 59.4 14.1 1.6 3.1
u 1.6 1.6 53.1 42.2 0.0 1.6
aI 3.1 17.2 1.6 75.0 1.6 1.6
c
I 1.6 1.6 96.9
af 3.1 15.6 3.1 78.1
\H 1.6 1.6 3.1 92.2 1.6
16
Stimulus i 87.5 6.3 3.1 3.1
I 93.8 1.6 1.6 3.1
eI 12.5 78.1 6.3 1.6 1.6
e 15.6 65.6 18.8
æ 6.3 34.4 51.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 0.0 1.6 1.6
å 1.6 25.0 29.7 20.3 17.2 3.1 1.6 1.6
K 1.6 9.4 37.5 46.9 3.1 1.6
c 4.7 56.3 3.1 25.0 1.6 3.1 1.6 4.7
of 4.7 84.4 3.1 7.8
f 39.1 3.1 4.7 42.2 9.4 1.6
u 1.6 1.6 1.6 40.6 53.1 1.6
aI 3.1 23.4 73.4
c
I 1.6 1.6 96.9
af 1.6 10.9 17.2 1.6 67.2 1.6
\H 1.6 6.3 92.2
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40 A. Cutler et al. / Speech Communication 47 (2005) 32–42vowels of the study in F1/F2 space (the three diph-
thongs moved consistently between their nearest
component monophthongs). Fig. 4 shows the
resulting plot.
Many of the confusions which occurred across
all groups, and in particular the one confusion
which was consistently made by American listeners
but not by the other groups (/f/ misreported as
/K/) represent errors principally along the F1
dimension. We do not have an explanation for this
eﬀect; it may be that our speakers F1 was rather
weak, or that the babble noise we used masked
F1 variation to a rather high extent (note that
the confusions increase with decreasing SNR).
However, although these common errors were
made far more by the non-American groups (espe-
cially the Dutch group) than by the American lis-
teners, it is the errors made by the two non-
American groups but not at all by the American
listeners which are potentially most informative.
There were two confusions which the Australian
listeners made to a signiﬁcant degree (15% or more
erroneous identiﬁcation) but the American listen-
ers did not: /æ/ was misidentiﬁed as /e/, and the
diphthong /af/ was misidentiﬁed as the monoph-Fig. 4. Mean F1 and F2 values for 12 monophthongal
American English vowels, averaged over the tokens used in
the present study. N.B. although the vowels /eI/ and /of/ (of
wait and boat) include a terminal glide, they are generally
considered monophthongal (Ladefoged, 1999), and have been
treated as such in our study.thong plus glide /of/; both of these confusions
were also made by the Dutch listeners. As Fig. 4
shows, /æ/ and /e/ were spectrally very similar;
the American listeners presumably avoided con-
fusing them because there was a marked diﬀerence
in their durations (the former 37% longer than the
latter). Clearly, the non-American listeners did
not exploit this durational distinction. Because
/af/ and /of/ were similar in duration, and ended
at a similar point in F1/F2 space, the non-Ameri-
can listeners confusions are likely to be due to
confusion of the earlier portions. Besides these
two patterns shared with the Australians, the
Dutch group further consistently misidentiﬁed /e/
as /æ/ and /aI/ as /eI/. The Dutch phoneme inven-
tory contains only one vowel where English distin-
guishes two for the /æ/-/e/contrast, and Dutch has
a diphthong similar to English /eI/ but none similar
to /aI/.4. General discussion
The eﬀect on vowel identiﬁcation of having a
diﬀerent native language is disproportionately
greater than the eﬀect of having a diﬀerent native
dialect. The identiﬁcation performance of Dutch
listeners in our study fell clearly short of the per-
formance of both the other groups. The Australian
listeners overall performance, however, was not
signiﬁcantly worse than that of the American
native listeners.
Perceptual confusions which were made by all
listener groups may reﬂect idiosyncrasies of our
speakers voice, or the masking characteristics of
the multispeaker babble noise we used for the
speech of the recorded speaker. Perceptual confu-
sions made by only one group, however, are un-
likely to be attributable to characteristics of the
stimuli. There may be the possibility of some dia-
lect mismatch even for our native listener group
(who came from varying dialectal backgrounds,
mostly diﬀerent from the Mid-western background
of our speaker), but this would be trivial compared
to the mismatch for the other two groups, native
speakers of Australian English and of Dutch.
For these two groups, we can assume that any
group-speciﬁc perceptual confusions arise from
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American English.
For the Dutch listeners, there were many confu-
sions. The vowels /æ/ and /e/ were confused;
although the former was misreported as the latter
more often than vice versa, signiﬁcant confusions
occurred in both directions. Dutch contains only
one vowel in this area of the vowel space, written
in IPA as /e/ but situated between the two English
vowels. The diphthong /aI/ was often misidentiﬁed
as /eI/; again, Dutch does not make this distinc-
tion, but in this case there was no signiﬁcant
pattern of confusion in the opposite direction, pre-
sumably reﬂecting the fact that Dutch has a diph-
thong /ei/ which is closer to English /eI/ than to /aI/.
These eﬀects suggest the well-known phenomenon
of capture of non-native speech input by native
category structure (Strange, 1995).
For the Australian listeners, we found only two
signiﬁcant confusions which the native listeners
did not make. First, the Australian listeners made
less use of duration to distinguish longer /æ/ from
shorter /e/. Note that some Australian vowel con-
trasts may be signalled in large part by durational
distinctions (Fletcher et al., 1994; Harrington and
Cassidy, 1994), so that Australian listeners should
in principle be able to exploit durational cues to
vowel identity; in this particular case, however,
Australian English does not make as marked a
durational distinction between the two vowels as
American English does (Wells, 1982), and this pre-
sumably accounts for the Australian listeners les-
ser reliance on the duration cue. Second, we
found a diﬀerence between the American and the
Australian groups in the analysis of information
transmitted about vowel features. Speciﬁcally,
increasing noise masked tenseness information
for the Australian listeners to a greater degree than
it did for the native listeners. The reason for this
can be seen in Tables 1 and 2. Both listener groups
make confusions among the back vowels, but
misidentiﬁcations of the tense vowel / c/ as the lax
vowel /å/ are, for the Australian listeners, actually
more common than correct identiﬁcations of / c/
at all SNRs, and other errors of tenseness (espe-
cially /u/ or /of/ misidentiﬁed as /f/, or /K/
misidentiﬁed as / c/) were more common for
Australian listeners than for native listeners, espe-cially at 0 dB and 8 dB. Although the American
listeners also made all these kinds of errors, the
Australian listeners made them far more
frequently.
Australian English vowels are in general more
fronted and tenser than the same vowels in other
dialects of English (Wells, 1982), and it is thus
not surprising that Table 2 reveals distinct asym-
metry in the tenseness errors made by the Austra-
lian listeners: erroneous identiﬁcations of tense
vowels as lax outnumber erroneous identiﬁcations
of lax vowels as tense by more than two to one.
(For the native listeners, tenseness errors in each
direction were fewer, and more nearly equal in
number.) Apparently, the American tense vowels
were not tense enough for the Australian listeners.
These results thus show a clear eﬀect of native pho-
nemic distribution on non-native listening, in this
case listening to non-native dialect.
A dialect mismatch can thus cause perceptual
confusions in the same way as a language mis-
match can. But the overall levels of identiﬁcation
performance we observed attest that interference
is far greater from a language than from a dialect
mismatch. Two dialects often share a repertoire
of phonemic categories, although there may be
considerable diﬀerence in the boundaries of the
categories. Across languages, however, the reper-
toire of categories itself usually varies. This latter
mismatch, we assume, leads to far more serious
perceptual problems. Recent research has sug-
gested that the boundaries of native-language cat-
egories can be easily and rapidly adjusted to deal
with variability across speakers (Norris et al.,
2003), and, presumably, across dialects. Where a
dialect actually collapses two categories which
are distinct in the input (as Labov et al., 1991;
Warren et al., 2003, have shown can occur), this
will lead to perceptual confusions, but we would
predict that recovery from such confusions would
be easier for non-native-dialect listeners in natu-
ral listening situations, and further, that learning
of the non-native dialects diﬀerent mapping
should be easier than learning a non-native lan-
guages diﬀerent repertoire. In short, the percep-
tual eﬀects of having a mismatching dialect are
very small compared to the eﬀects of having a
mismatching language.
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